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About Replication Using the BBT Driver
The PlateSpin Migrate Client workflow for a semi-automated (or X2P) migration job has been modified 
to facilitate using the block-based transfer (BBT) driver during replication. Migrations using the BBT 
driver must be performed as two sequential actions: Replicate Workload and Finalize Workload.

Replicate Workload

The Replicate Workload action is responsible only for the data transfer. It leaves the target workload in 
a Ready for Transfer, but non-bootable, state. 

 The resulting target should not be booted to the resulting operating system from this state. 
 The resulting target workload will remain discovered after the replication is complete, so that 

subsequent replications can be performed to the same target workload.
 If the target workload is rebooted, it will need to be rediscovered. Any previously saved jobs would 

need to be recreated with the newly discovered workload.

Finalize Workload

The Finalize Workload action is responsible for preparing the operating system for the boot process. It 
handles some driver changes, networking, and registry changes to make the OS usable, and then 
enables the PlateSpin Configuration service. After the operating system has been prepared, the 
PlateSpin Configuration service runs on the target operating system which does any and all 
customizations specified in the job configuration. 

 At the end of this operation, the target workload is removed from the PlateSpin Migrate Client.
 The target workload should not be included in any future Server Sync replication jobs.
 If a failure occurs after the Finalize Workload action has started, you must do the following before 

you can run replications again to the same target workload:
1. Boot the target workload in the PlateSpin Linux RAM Disk (LRD) environment by using the 

bootofx.x2p.iso, then rediscover the target workload. 
See Setting Up the Target Workload for Migration.

2. Run a Full Migration replication by using the Move, Copy, or Replicate actions in the Action 
menu.
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X2P Migration Workflow Using the BBT Driver

Configuring a Migration Job to Use the BBT Driver
This section describes how to set up, configure, and use the BBT driver for migration jobs in the 
PlateSpin Migrate Client.

 “Setting Up the Source Workload” on page 3
 “Setting Up the Target Workload for Migration” on page 5
 “Configuring PlateSpin Migrate Server to Use the BBT Driver for Migrate Client X2P Migration 

Jobs” on page 6

Setting Up the Source Workload
1 Discover the source workload using the Migrate Client:

1a On the Servers view in the Migrate Client, click Discover Details or click the Discover icon. 
1b In the Discover Details dialog box, type the host name or IP address of the source workload.
1c Select the Machine Type as Linux or Windows.
1d Provide administrator credentials for the source workload.
1e Click Discover and wait for the process to complete.

If you want to monitor the progress of the job, switch to the Jobs view.
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2 Log in as an administrator user to the source workload, launch a web browser, then open the 
PlateSpin Migrate Downloads web page at
https://your_platespin_server/Migrate/Default.aspx?&p=Downloads

3 Click the Migrate Agent link, and save to the desired download location, such as C:\downloads.
4 In Windows Explorer, browse to the download location and extract the zipped file. Right click, 

select Extract All, then select the default location.
5 Open a Command Prompt. Open the Run dialog (Window-r), type cmd.exe, then click OK.
6 In the command prompt, navigate to the MigrateAgent directory where you extracted the 

MigrateAgent.zip file. For example:

 cd c:\downloads\MigrateAgent
7 Install the driver. At the command prompt, enter

MigrateAgent.cli.exe din

8 Reboot the source workload prior to performing any replications.
A reboot of the source workload is required in order for the driver to begin functioning and to be 
available for replications.
For more information about working with the Migrate Agent, see “Migrate Agent” (https://
www.netiq.com/documentation/platespin-migrate-12-2/migrate-user/data/migrate-agent.html) in 
the PlateSpin Migrate User Guide.
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Setting Up the Target Workload for Migration
1 Boot the source workload’s resource-equivalent target machine with the bootofx.x2p.iso that is 

shipped with PlateSpin Migrate server.

2 At the PlateSpin splash screen, type ps64 for a 64-bit workload, or type ps for a 32-bit workload.
3 When you are prompted, enter valid credentials for the PlateSpin Migrate server to set up 

networking on the target machine and to register it with Migrate server. 
When the bootofx.x2p setup job is complete, your target workload has been registered with the 
PlateSpin system. 
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Configuring PlateSpin Migrate Server to Use the BBT Driver for 
Migrate Client X2P Migration Jobs
The PlateSpin Configuration setting EnableDriverForBlockBasedX2P controls whether a block-based 
transfer driver can be used during replications performed for X2P migration jobs in the PlateSpin 
Migrate Client. You must enable this option before you perform any replications for the source workload 
where you have installed the BBT driver (as described in Setting Up the Source Workload).

1 Ensure that the PlateSpin Migrate Client is closed.
2 From a supported web browser, then the PlateSpin Configuration page at

https://your_platespin_server/platespinconfiguration/
3 In the search field, type EnableDriverForBlockBasedX2P.
4 In the Value column, click Edit, then change the Boolean value from False to True.

5  Open PlateSpin Migrate Client.

Best Practices for Replications Using the BBT Driver
A Full Migration replication of the source workload to the resource-equivalent target workload must 
complete successfully before you begin the Server Sync replications. After the first full replication, you 
can run one or more Server Sync Replicate Workload actions to this same target machine as long as 
the target has not been shut down or rebooted. Each replication must complete successfully before you 
attempt to begin another replication. 

IMPORTANT: If you cancel a Full Migration replication job or a Server Sync replication job, or if the full 
or server-sync replication job does not complete successfully, you must run a Full Migration replication 
prior to running another Server Sync replication; otherwise, the data integrity of the target workload will 
be in jeopardy.

If you must shut down the target machine, you should undiscover the previous target workload, then 
rediscover the target workload by using the PlateSpin bootofx.x2p.iso before you run a Server Sync 
Replicate Workload action. If you accidentally boot the target workload to the operating system instead 
of the Linux Ram Disk environment, you must run a Full Migration Replicate Workload action in order to 
ensure data integrity for future Server Sync migrations to the target workload.
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Configuration Tips for VMs on Hyper-V
 Disable Secure Boot: For a UEFI target workload, disable secure boot before you boot it with the 

Boot OFX ISO. In Hyper-V, select the target VM, select Hardware > Firmware > Secure Boot, then 
deselect Enable Secure Boot.

 Disable Dynamic Memory: For target VMs, disable dynamic memory before you boot it with the 
Boot OFX ISO. In Hyper-V, select the target VM, select Hardware > Memory, then deselect Enable 
Dynamic Memory.

 Reboot with Power Off > Power On: If you want to re-discover a target workload by booting with 
the BootOFX ISO, use Power Off > Power On to reboot instead of Reset. Reset is not always 
effective to boot into the ISO.

Running through the Customer Use Cases
This section describes guidelines and procedures for using block-based transfer drivers in X2P 
migration jobs in the PlateSpin Migrate Client.

 “First Replication” on page 7
 “Server Sync Replications” on page 9
 “Perform Acceptance Tests” on page 12
 “Finalize Workload” on page 14

First Replication
1 Open PlateSpin Migrate Client.
2 In the Source pane, right-click the source workload, then select Replicate.
3 In the Target pane, select the newly discovered resource-equivalent target workload.
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4 At the bottom of the Action dialog, click Configure Job, then define the configuration for the 
migration job as appropriate.

NOTE: If you are using static IP addresses for workloads, you must set the target IP address 
before you select the End State for the target workload.

For information about Configuration wizard options, see “Configuration Essentials” in the PlateSpin 
Migrate 12.2.1 User Guide.

5 Click Start to start the first full replication, which uses the BBT driver for the Replicate Workload 
action.
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6 When the Replicate Workload replication is complete, the target workload is still booted in the 
PlateSpin Linux Ram Disk (LRD) Environment (bootofx.x2p.iso) and the target workload object 
is still present in the PlateSpin Migrate Client.

Server Sync Replications
After the first full replication, you can run one or more Server Sync Replicate Workload actions to this 
same target machine as long as the target has not been shut down or rebooted. 

IMPORTANT: If the BBT driver is not working on the source workload during a Server Sync Replicate 
Workload action, you will experience slower replication times. See Troubleshooting the BBT Driver.

To run a Server Sync Replicate Workload action:

1 Open the PlateSpin Migrate Client.
2 In the Source pane, right-click the source workload, then click Replicate.
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3 In the Target pane, select the same target workload that you used for the first full replication of the 
source workload.

4 In the Action Dialog, select the Server Sync transfer scope.

5 At the bottom of the Action dialog, click Configure Job, then modify the configuration as 
appropriate.

6 Select the option to save the configuration, then specify the path of a configuration directory and 
file name to use for the migration job on your PlateSpin Migrate Server. The default path and file 
name is C:\Users\<your_username>\Documents\My PlateSpin Migrate Jobs\<GUID>.job.
Technical Reference



For example, save the file as C:\configurations\<hostname>\ServerSync.job.

7 Load the job and run the server sync. Select File > Load Job from the PlateSpin Migrate Client 
menu, and then click Start in the Job Configuration dialog.

8 (Optional) After the Server Sync replication is complete, repeat the Server Sync Replicate 
Workload action as needed until you are ready to complete the migration of your source workload.
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Perform Acceptance Tests
After the first full replication completes, you can perform acceptance tests on a virtual clone of the target 
workload in-between running Server Sync replications. The following steps outline how to perform the 
tests without affecting the data integrity of the source workload.

1 In the Migrate Client, ensure that there are no active jobs running to the target workload.
2 Undiscover the target workload. In the Target pane, right-click the original target workload and 

select Undiscover Target.
You must temporarily remove the original target workload so that the source workload can be 
associated later to the cloned target workload.

3 Open a console window to the target workload, which should be booted in the PlateSpin Linux 
Ram Disk environment (LRD) using the bootofx.x2p.iso, and shut down the target workload.
Alternatively, you can shut down the target workload at the end of a Replicate Workload job by 
changing the Job Configuration > End States > Target Machine End State setting to Power Off.

4 Discard any configurations for the migration job that you saved as .job files for previous 
replications in the job configuration directory on your PlateSpin Migrate Server. The default path 
and file name is C:\Users\<your_username>\Documents\My PlateSpin Migrate 
Jobs\<GUID>.job. 
The saved configurations are no longer valid after the target workload has been rebooted.

5 Use the hypervisor utilities to clone the workload.

IMPORTANT: Use the cloned target workload only for the Finalize Workload job and acceptance 
testing.

6 Boot the cloned version of the target in the LRD using the bootofx.x2p.iso.
7 Follow the steps outlined in “Setting Up the Target Workload for Migration” for this newly cloned 

target workload. Ensure that the newly cloned workload has a different host name than the original 
target workload.

8 Ensure that no jobs are currently running for the source workload.
9 Open the PlateSpin Migrate Client.
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10 Set up a Finalize Workload job for the cloned target workload:
10a In the Source pane, right-click the source workload, then select Finalize.

IMPORTANT: Run only the Finalize Workload action on the cloned target workload. Running 
other types of replications or migrations to the cloned target workload will jeopardize the data 
integrity of the original target workload. If you mistakenly run an action other than Finalize 
Workload, you must perform a Full replication to the original target workload again and start 
over.

10b In the Target pane, select the newly cloned target workload.
The original target workload should not be present. See Step 2.

10c At the bottom of the dialog, click Configure Job, then modify the configuration for your test 
environment as appropriate.

IMPORTANT: You must have network connectivity in the test environment for the 
configuration service to complete and notify the PlateSpin server properly. 

10d Click Start to perform the Finalize Workload action on the cloned target workload.
After the Finalize Workload action is complete, the cloned target workload no longer shows up 
in the PlateSpin Migrate Client. The cloned target workload is automatically undiscovered.
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11 Start the original target workload in the LRD by using the bootofx.x2p.iso, then rediscover the 
target. Follow the steps outlined in “Setting Up the Target Workload for Migration”.

IMPORTANT: If you want to continue performing the Server Sync Replicate Workload actions to 
the original target, you must save the configuration. See Step 6 and Step 7 in “Server Sync 
Replications”.

12 (Optional) After the Finalize Workload action is complete on the cloned target workload, you can 
continue to perform the Server Sync Replicate Workload actions to the original target workload 
until you are ready to complete the migration (or until you shut down and clone the target workload 
again for more acceptance testing).

13 Perform acceptance testing on the cloned and completed target workload.
14 Discard the cloned VM.

Finalize Workload
When you are ready to perform a final migration, you can do this simply by running the Move action on 
the source workload, pointing it to the original target workload.

1 Open the PlateSpin Migrate Client.
2 Ensure that there are no active jobs running on the source workload or the target workload.
3 In the Source pane, right-click the source workload, then click Move.
4 In the Target pane, select the target workload that has had at least the first full replication of the 

selected source workload run on it.
5 In the Action dialog, select the Server Sync transfer scope.
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6 At the bottom of the dialog, click Configure job, then modify the configuration as appropriate.
7 Click Start in the Job Configuration dialog.
8 After the migration is complete, the original target workload should no longer be present in the 

PlateSpin Migrate Client.

Troubleshooting the BBT Driver
If the block-based transfer driver stops working, the migration job automatically falls back to using the 
MD5-sum server-sync transfer method and continues the replication. However, the replication time will 
be slower than when the BBT driver is working, and in most cases, it will be slower than running a Full 
Migration replication because of the additional overhead involved in checking each block for 
differences between the source and target workloads.

To determine whether block-based transfer is being used in a replication:

1 In Job diagnostics, click Sending files, then search for the phrase:
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Fallback to the server sync without remoting
If the text is found, the replication is using the MD5-sum server-sync transfer instead of block-
based transfer.

If the BBT driver is not used in a replication:

1 Check the BBT driver status on the source workload by using Migrate Agent:
1a Log in to the source workload as an administrator user.
1b Open a Command Prompt, then navigate to the MigrateAgent directory where you extracted 

the MigrateAgent.zip file. For example:

 cd c:\downloads\MigrateAgent
1c At the command prompt, enter

MigrateAgent.cli.exe status
2 If the BBT driver status is not good, you usually need to reboot the source workload to correct the 

problem. Do one of the following:
 Let the MD5-sum server-sync replication job finish, restart the source workload, and then 

continue running Server Sync replication jobs using the BBT driver.
 Abort the MD5-sum server-sync replication job, restart the source workload, and then run a 

Full Migration Replicate Workload job before you continue running Server Sync replication 
jobs using the BBT driver.

3 If the BBT driver status on the source workload is good, verify that the BBT driver function for X2P 
migration jobs in Migrate Client is still enabled on the PlateSpin Migration Server.
See Configuring PlateSpin Migrate Server to Use the BBT Driver for Migrate Client X2P Migration 
Jobs.
After you enable the BBT driver, do one of the following:
 Let the MD5-sum server-sync replication job finish, and then continue running Server Sync 

replication jobs using the BBT driver.
 Abort the MD5-sum server-sync replication job, and then run a Full Migration Replicate 

Workload job before you continue running Server Sync replication jobs using the BBT driver.

Known Issues 
Micro Focus strives to ensure our products provide quality solutions for your enterprise software needs. 
The following issues are being researched for this release. 

If you need assistance with any issue, please contact Micro Focus Support and Services (http://
www.microfocus.com/support-and-services).

 Cannot Finalize Migration of a Windows Server Cluster
 End State Settings Are Not Available for Replicate Workload with Full Migration
 Migrate Client Options Incorrectly Appear in the Client Interface for Replication Workload and 

Finalize Workload Actions
 Migrate Client Configuration View Option Reports Errors for Replicate Workload and Finalize 

Workload Jobs
 Objects Are Not Displayed Correctly in the Migrate Client
 Error Occurs When Discovering a Workload
Technical Reference
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Cannot Finalize Migration of a Windows Server Cluster
Issue: After replication of the active node of a Windows Server Cluster, Finalize is not possible if both 
source and target End State settings are up. A Hostname validation error occurs. You cannot change 
the host name of the target machine. (Bug 1066931)

Workaround: Use the following procedure to work around this issue:

1 In the Finalize dialog, select Target Machine End State, then select Power Off. 
This action resolves the Hostname validation error.

2 Continue with the Finalize process.
3 After the Finalize job is complete, shut down the source cluster.
4 Start the target machine as a single node cluster.

End State Settings Are Not Available for Replicate Workload with Full 
Migration
Issue: The End State setting is disabled (dimmed) for the Replicate Workload action with the Full 
Migration option. The End State settings for other migration actions work as expected.

Workaround: None. Replicate Workload > Full Migration is not supported. The End State setting is 
available only for Replicate Workload > Server Sync and Finalize Workload.

Migrate Client Options Incorrectly Appear in the Client Interface for 
Replication Workload and Finalize Workload Actions
Issue: Some Migrate Client options that are enabled for the Replicate Workload action or the Finalize 
Workload action incorrectly appear in the Client Interface. The following options are not applicable to 
these actions; however, they are not disabled (dimmed) or hidden:

Replicate Workload Action
 Post-Migration Actions

Finalize Workload Action
 Network Tab
 Live Transfer Services (Source)

Workaround: Do not select these unsupported options for jobs using the Replicate Workload action or 
the Finalize Workload action.

Migrate Client Configuration View Option Reports Errors for Replicate 
Workload and Finalize Workload Jobs
Issue: For a Replicate Workload job or Finalize Workload job in the Migrate Client, the View option 
shows the configuration with validator warnings and errors.

Workaround: This is a display error only. You can safely ignore any warnings or errors in this view.

Objects Are Not Displayed Correctly in the Migrate Client
Issue: Occasionally, objects might not appear or appear incorrectly in the Migrate Client interface.
Using the Block-Based Transfer Driver for Replications Managed with PlateSpin Migrate Client 17
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Workaround: A restart of the Migrate Client might be required to correct this display issue.

Error Occurs When Discovering a Workload
Issue: An error occurs when you attempt to discover a workload.

Workaround: An object for the workload might already exist in the Migrate Web Interface or the 
Migrate discovery database. Use the following procedure to locate and remove the existing object, then 
try again.

1 Ensure that no workload with the same name is currently listed in the Migrate Web Interface:
1a In the Migrate Web Interface, open the Workloads page.
1b Look for a workload that is the same as the workload you are trying to discover in the Migrate 

Client.
1c Do one of the following:

 If there is no matching workload, continue to Step 2.
 If a matching workload exists, wait for the related migration to complete, then remove the 

workload from the Migrate Web Interface. Continue to Step 3.
2 Delete any orphaned object that exists for the workload in the Migrate discovery database:

2a Launch the OFX Browser (OfxBrowser.exe).
2b Navigate to Devices > PlateSpin > Athens > Networks > Default.
2c Locate the workload object that is the same as the workload you are trying to discover, then 

right click the object and select Delete.
3 Refresh the Migrate Client, and repeat discovery for the source workload.

Resolved Issues
The following issues are resolved with the latest patches applied or with the final release of PlateSpin 
Migrate 12.2.1.

 Static IP Addresses Must Be Configured before End State
 Errors Occur If You Change the Transfer Scope After Clicking Configure
 End State Settings Are Not Honored on Finalize
 Rediscovery Issues for Target Linux Workloads Using BootOFX ISO

Static IP Addresses Must Be Configured before End State
Issue:  If you use static IP addresses, the Configuration wizard requires the static IP address to be set 
for the target workload before you set its End State.

Fix: With the latest patches applied, a warning message is displayed in the Configuration wizard to 
remind you to set the static IP address first on the target workload if you attempt to set the End State 
first.
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Errors Occur If You Change the Transfer Scope After Clicking 
Configure
Issue: In the Migrate Client, after you click Configure to launch the Configuration wizard for a migration 
job, errors occur if you change the Transfer Scope for the workload from Full Migration to Server Sync 
in the Action dialog.

Fix: Ensure that you specify the appropriate Transfer Mode option before you click Configure. You 
cannot change the transfer scope after you have launched the Configuration wizard. To modify the 
transfer mode, close the Configuration wizard without saving, then re-open the Action dialog and 
redefine the migration job with the appropriate transfer scope.

End State Settings Are Not Honored on Finalize
Issue: The End State setting is not honored for the Finalize Workload action. The End State settings for 
Replicate Workload > Server Sync action works as expected.

Fix: The End State settings work properly for Finalize Workload.

Rediscovery Issues for Target Linux Workloads Using BootOFX ISO
Issue: In an X2P workflow using Replicate Workload or Finalize Workload for a Linux workload, after 
you stop a target Linux workload (such as before cloning it for acceptance testing), rediscovery of the 
original target Linux workload fails when using BootOFX ISO.

Fix: With the latest patch applied, rediscovery of the target Linux workload works as expected with the 
BootOFX ISO. Linux workloads are supported for the X2P workflow using Replicate Workload or 
Finalize Workload actions.
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